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Join Little CritterÂ®Â as he learns why itâ€™s important to tell the whole truthâ€•and not

justÂ partÂ of it.Since 1975, Mercer Mayer has been writing and illustrating stories about a little ball

of fur named Little Critter and the antics he stumbles into while growing up. Thomas Nelson is

thrilled to bring this beloved brand to the Christian market with the launch of Inspired Kids, a new

line of faith-based books featuring Little Critter.Little Critter thinks that sometimes itâ€™s easier to

tellÂ partÂ of the truth instead of theÂ wholeÂ truth. In this second book in the Inspired Kids line,

Little Critter learns quickly that lying has consequences and that telling the truth, no matter how

hard, is always the right thing to do.
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In It's True, Little Critter learns the importance of being honest. It might make you seem cool to

stretch the truth a little bit, but in the end there are always consequences when you lie. When Little

Critter tells his friends that his grandpa owns a plane, he leaves out the very important detail

regarding its size. In the end, he has to ask forgiveness for exaggerating. His friends are

disappointed at first, but it all works out when everyone gets a chance to fly grandpa's model plane.I

always enjoy the light humor in the Little Critter books. The pictures say more than the words do. I



particularly love the characters' facial expressions. I think these books are great for kids because

they teach lessons in ways that are fun and entertaining. I think it's clear that my recommendation of

this book is a high one. I love how the classic, familiar characters were used to teach a faith based

lesson and I think you will too!Disclosure:I received a copy of You Go First through the Tommy

Nelson Mommy Program. I was not asked to write a positive review. All views and opinions

expressed are solely and completely my own. I received no compensation other than a copy of the

book featured in this post, which is mine to keep

I originally picked this book because my son always asks, "is it true?". But, I didn't look closely at the

description of the book, so I never realized it made mention of God in it. Otherwise, cute book.

I didn't like this format of having to click on the picture s to make them bigger (I am using a kindle

fire). I prefer the little critter stories that are $3.40ish.... those are "regular" little critter books and it

reads like a book with normal pictures. The concept of telling the truth was great, although I didn't

like the part of critter running away. I don't want my kids thinking that is even an option.

The Little Critters books are some of my little grand daughters favorite books. We love reading them

together and I feel confident that she is being taught good standards for her life. Thanks to Mercer

Mayer's dreams and vision, children can have wholesome stories for hopefully years to come. I

would recommend these.

I purchased this for my 3 1/2 yr old grand daughter. It's a great book but geared more for a 5 and up

age group. I have less than 5 stars because I don't care for the reference to running away. Kids are

too impressionable.

Love this book! I was so excited when I found this new series. The Little Critter Inspired Kids books

are wonderful. They teach great lessons and even talk a little about God and the Bible. I can't wait

for more than 2 to be made.

My son's been having a hard time telling the truth lately in order to avoid doing things he doesn't

want to. I.e. - brushing his teeth, finishing his food, taking a bath. This Critters book has helped us

give him some idea of why it is important to tell the truth.



Young kids often don't know the repercussions of not telling the truth.This book is written at a kids

level where a child can apply this lesson.It could be written a little more directed to the next age up

where lying is more pronounced.I would recommend this book.
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